Introduction
The spectral region from 500 to 100 X, referred to here as the extreme ultra-violet (EUV), is characterized by low normal incidence reflectivities. Normal incidence reflectivities of even the best reflectors in this region, e.g., Re, Os, Ir, Pt, Ag, Au and SiC, drop to values of the order of a few percent in the EUV. This has, ~ntil recently, excluded normal and near-normal incidence optical elements from EUV optical designs.
Periodic multilayer interference structures can provide enhanced normal incidence reflectivities and at the same time act as low resolution dispersing elements in the EUV. These optical devices will find applications in synchrotrons, free-electron lasers, laser produced plasmas, astronomy and other areas.
The design considerations which led to the Al-Nb combination for our initial investigations of the 300-450 ~ reflectivity of multilayers " are somewhat different than those of previous efforts in this wavelength range [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Published values of the optical constants & and p (where the complex refractive index n = 1 -G -i~) in this region [6] were assumed to adequate1y describe the optical behavior of the very thin layers which make up the multilayers, and are shown in Fig. 1 . High absorption is a fundamental problem in designing multilayers in this region, limiting the number of layers which can contribute to constructive interference. Aluminium is a good material for the low absorption layers, providing that it can be layered without significant oxidation, because its L edges are at slightly higher energies than those of interest. Instead of choosing one of the high Z, high reflectivity materials above for the high absorptibn layers, it was noted that the reflectivity at each interface depends strongly on -2-the difference in & and ~ for the materia 1 s on each side of the interface. Niobium was chosen as an element whose optical constants, both .cS and ~, contrast greatly compared to those of A 1. Over most of the 300-450 ~ range ' for Al is positive, while S for Nb is negative, yeilding substantial constrast. There is also much contrast in ~ , although the absorption of Nb in this region is not as great as that of the high Z, high reflectivity elements mentioned above, so that more layers contribute to the interference than would be the case had one of these other elements been used as the high absorption material.
Experimental
Al-Nb multilayers were fabricated by magnetron sputtering onto substrates rotating at constant velocity under elemental sources. The base pressure before and after sputtering was 5x10-7 torr, and 2.25 
Results and Discussion
The EUV reflectivity of these Al-Nb multilayers was found to depend strongly on the substrate and on annealing. on Si shows no indication of constructive interference, so that substantial changes take place in these structures under these moderate heating conditions. These changes have not yet been studied in detail, but may result from the formation of one of several stable Al-Nb intermeta 11 i c compounds [7] . [8] are b~sed on a model assuming sharp interfaces between elemental layers described by optical constants taken from ref. [6] .
The ratio of the thicknesses of the Al to Nb layers was taken as that determined during characterization for sample preparation, while the values of 230 ~ and 46 ~ for these respective thicknesses were determined by matching calculated and measured peak positions.
Calculations presented here are for the case of complete s-polarization. Figure 4 compares measured with calculated reflectivities for incident and reflected angles 40 deg from normal incidence. The measured peak reflectivity is about 15%, or roughly half of that calculated. The wavelength resolution of this device is 'A/A~ = 6.2 in good agreement with that calculated. Figure 5 shows the trend in the peak reflectivity versus wavelength both measured and calculated for this particular multilayer. The trend with wavel~ngth in the experimental data agrees with the calculation, but experimental values are never more than half of the calculated values.
Calculations indicate that the decreasing reflectivities at longer wavelengths (and hence angles closer to normal) can be offset by a des~gn using slightly different thicknesses of Al and Nb layers.
Likewise the peak at normal incidence can be shifted to different wavelengths by slight variations of the layer thicknesses. r.:
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